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1.

DISAGGREGATE MODELS AND SAMPLE ENUMERATION
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A key characteristic of disaggregatemodelling is the statistical approach that it
inherentlytakes to the analysisof data. This approachrecognisesthat it is not possible
to predict correctly how each individual in a population will be have, but this does not
prevent information being obtained on the variables that influence - rather than
determine- behaviour. The model for eachindividual is then formulatedas
Pr { c;=ft | Ki, Si } = p1(K1,Si)

(1)

giving theprobability that the choice ci of individual i, whosecharacteristicsare S1,will
be alternative k from the choice set Ki (which has availability and characteristics
specific to individual i and his or her journey). It is a primary objective of the
modelling then to specify how the alternatives in K are described and which
characteristicsS are relevant. A further important task in the modelling is to determine
the form of p and estimatethe valuesof unknown parametersthat appearin it.
Modelling and in particularthe estimationof unknown parametersrequiresdata. In this
context the need is for information about a sample of travellers, describedby their
characteristicsS, each of whom has been observed to make a choice from a set of
alternativesK whose characteristicsare known. Then by confronting a model of the
form of equation (1) with the data, the form of the model and/or the values of the
unknown parameterscan be adjusteduntil the fit of the model to the data is optimised
accordingto someprinciple, often that of maximum likelihood.
The model in the form (1) is often of great value in itself. For example,estimatedtime
'value of time' that can be
and cost parameterscan be examined,their ratio giving a
used for the evaluation of transport improvements. Hypothesescan be tested, for
examplethat values of time increasewith income, or that improvementsin accessibility
lead to an increasein the total amount of travel. But the greatestvalue of such a model
is its applicability for forecasting.
In order to make useful forecastsa meansmust be found to aggregate, to derive from a
model predicting the behaviour of individuals a forecast of the behaviour of an entire
population. An important point is that it is not correct simply to set K and S to the
averagepopulation values and apply equation (1) as if the entire population behaved
like a massof identical averageindividuals:.this overstatesthe responseto changes,arr
effect known as aggregationbias which has long been recognised(e.g. Daly, 1976,
Gunn, 1984). Similarly, the model (1) cannot be used directly to calculateelasticities,
againthis leadsto an overstatementof responsiveness.
A technique which does not have this disadvantageis that of sample enumeration.
Essentially, sample enumeration simply applies the model (1) to each member of a
samplein turn. Then, if the sample is representative,the sum of the forecastsfor each
individual is the unbiasedforecast for the whole population. Formally, the expected
demandQp for an alternativek is given by
Qt = li w; . pp(Ki, Si)

(2)

where w1 is the expansion factor or weight attachedto individual i in the sample in
order to make its sum representativeof the population. Very often, the sampleused for
forecastingis the same sample used for model estimation, while the weights w are
determined by the sampling process used: often they are the inverse sampling
probabilities.
The advantagesof sample enumerationusing the basic equation (2) are its simplicity
and convenience. The estimatedmodel (1) can be used directly, the sample is often
available directly from the estimation process,with base values for K and S already
specifiedfor the estimationprocess. The computerrun time for the forecastis usually
small and can be controlled by taking a sub-sampleif that is required. The forecastsare
unbiased.
It is important to note that the procedureof sampleenumerationis entirely independent
of the form of the model that is used for forecasting:logit, linear, whatever model is
usedcan be appliedin this way.
The primary disadvantageof sample enumeration is that a representative sample may
not be available,perhapsbecausethe model is being transferredin time or space. In
particular this will always be true when a forecastis required over any considerable
period, so that a base-yearsample can no longer be consideredrepresentative. The
problem of the sample will also occur when a forecast is required of details of
behaviourover a wide area,e.g. when traffic flows are to be assignedto a network.
The name 'sample enumeration' appearsfirst to have been used by Ben-Akiva and
Atherton (1977) although the procedurewas also in use, without explicit naming, by
others at the same time (Daly andZachary, 1977,is probably not the only case). The
limitations of sampleenumerationfor long-term forecasting(note "short-range" in the
title of the Ben-Akiva/Atherton paper) and for area-wide work were also known at an
early stage and alternative aggregate forecasting procedures were available to apply
disaggregate
modelsin thosecases(Ben-Akivaet a\.,1978).
However, aggregateforecasting methods bring a number of disadvantageswith them
and in many casesit is clear that the sampleenumerationmethod would be preferable.
The contrast between the two basic methods of aggregation, segmentation and
sampling, was set out by Daly (1982). The segmentationapproachcalculatesdemand
as the total of demand from each of a large number of segments. Within the general
concept of segmentationmay also be included geographicalsegmentation,i.e. zoning.
However, because of the limitations of computer power and data availability, the
number of socio-economicsegmentsmust be limited when the number of zonesis at all
large. The question arises of the 'competition' between detailed socio-economic
representationand detailed locational representation,i.e. detailed zoning. [n contrast
the sampling approach does not attempt complete coverage in any dimension but
focusses instead on representativenessand maximising the accuracy that can be
achieved from a sample of a given size. Mathematically, the two approachesare
alternativemethods of integration of the demand function. They can be comparedon
the basisof which gives the greateraccuracyfor a given expenditureof computertime.

The conclusion is that the advantagesof sample enumerationare substantialin some
circumstancesand therefore that it would be advantageousto be able to apply the
techniquemore widely. A meanswas thereforerequired for generatingrepresentative
samplesfor circumstancesdifferent in spaceor time from thosefor which real samples
are available.

2.

PROTOTYPICAL SAMPLING

The most obvious way to produce samples representativeof future conditions is to
generatean artificial populationwhich has, as far as is known, the characteristicsof the
future population. However, the forecasts that are generally available - e.g. from
planning authorities- typically refer to aggregatestatisticssuch as age-sexpopulation
distribution, rather than the composition of individual households. A method is
therefore required for generatinga sample of householdsthat is internally consistent,
i.e. that it 'looks like' a typical population, while also achievingconsistencywith such
aggregatestatistics as are available.
A systematic approach was taken to the development of such samples as bases for the
application of the NetherlandsNational Model, work published in a seriesof papersin
the mid 1980's(Gunn et a1.,1983,Gunn, 1984and Daly and Gunn, 1985). In the first
of thesepapers,a seriesof detailedtestsis presentedwhich illustrate the possibility of
substituting 'artificial' samplesfor real ones as a basis for model applicationswithout
losing significant accuracyin the model forecasts. Essentiallya kind of independence
or orthogonality could be established between socio-economic and locational
characteristics.The secondand third paperselaboratethe detailed methods used, also
summarisedand developedfurther in the following section of this paper. The novel
developmentof this work was to use an adjustmentof the expansionweights, the w's of
equation (2), to adapt a sample of 'foreign' origin to be representativeof a series of
target areas. These target areas were then chosen to be the zones for which the
forecastingmodel was to be run.
For The Netherlands,convenient samplescould be drawn from the National Travel
Survey (OVG). It was found that thesesamplesinto could be re-weightedto fit all of
the zonesof the National Model, provided accountwas taken of two specialareatypes:
city central areas,which were found to contain an exceptionalnumber of older single
people, mainly women; and polder areas,which were found to contain an exceptional
number of families with children.
Subsequently,it has been found possible to apply similar proceduresin other areas.
Minor developmentshave been made to the procedureas requiredby the availability of
data in theseother areas,theseare explainedin Section4 below.
The objective of the method is thus to use an existing householdsample to produce a
sample that is or will be representativeof one or more target areas. The key method
usedfor adjustingthe samplesis the adjustmentof the expansionweights presenton the

survey records. The following section discussesthe possible ways in which these
weightscan be adjusted.

3.

OPTIMISATION

Two major groupsof procedureswhich have been usedin practiceto set up prototypical
samplesare Iterative ProportionalFitting (IPF) and QuadraticOptimisation. Both these
methodsrely on the availability of a detailedsampleof householdswhich is not directly
representativeof a specific target area or year. The detailed sample may refer to
anotherarea (larger, smaller or elsewhere),anotheryear or both. The objective of the
procedureis to create samplesthat are representativeof target areas,given data for
thosetarget areasthat is much less detailedin character.

3.1

Iterative Proportional Fitting

IPF is a procedureof repeatedfactoring of a multi-dimensionalmatrix to meet marginal
totals in each dimension. It is often applied in transportation planning for the
'balancing'
or origin-destination matrices, commonly under the name of the Fratar
method.
Beckman et al. (1996) give a detailedexposition of a prototypical sampling procedure
based on IPF and adapted to exploit specific tables and slightly censored samples
("PUMS") availableto the public from the US census. The way in which the details of
the method are derived from the data that is available- the table numbersin the census
publications are given in the paper - indicates the degree to which prototypical
samplingcan be adaptedto varying circumstances,althoughof courseit also meansthat
the specific method usedin the papercannotbe applied outsidethe US. The recentdate
of the paper and the careful review the authorsgive of work by othersin this field gives
confidencethat they are able to give us a proper reflection of the best proceduresfor
iterativeproportional fitting.
The procedureadoptedby Beckman et al. is to use the publishedtablesto give totals of
the numbersof householdsfalling in eachof a seriesof categoriesfor eachof a seriesof
variables. Each table gives the distribution of a single variable in a small area(a census
tract), to which some aggregation of categories and other manipulations of the
categorisationare applied. The sampledata, which relatesto a larger area,is used to
construct a cross-classificationscheme, termed by the authors a "multiway" table,
implicitly assumingthat the correlationsbetweenthe categoricalvariablesin the larger
area also apply in the smaller area. The IPF method is employed at this point,
repeatedlycorrecting marginal totals to achievea perfect match to the categoricaltotals
of each of the variables. Thus for each of the small areas a multiway table is
constructedthat matchesthe censusmarginal distributions exactly while also matching
- as far as possible- the correlationsgiven in the larger area.
Once these multiway tables have been constructed,householdsare sampled from the
large-areasample in proportion to the probabilities indicated by those tables. The
procedureset out by Beckman et al. sampleswhole numbers of householdswhich of

course involves some minor deviations from the target probabilities due to rounding.
The output of the procedure is thus a sample which contains the correct number of
householdsfor the targetarea(i.e. no weighting is needed).
For a specific study area (in New Mexico), Beckman et al. show that their procedure
could not be improved by either of two plausible heuristic amendmentsand that the
overall distributions of some variables not used in constructing the sample are
reasonable.However, the relative frequenciesof householdsin the multiway tableswill
not be the sameas thosein the basesample,becauseof the repeatedfactoring necessary
to match the marginal totals. The extent of this deviation is not reported and could
presumablybe quite large becauseit is not controlledin any way.
While the Beckman et al. application was applied and reported for a specific data
source,it is clear that the IPF method could be applied to data of different structure,
such as would be availablein other countries. Substantialamendmentswould of course
be required to the details of the procedure. Similarly, the method could be used to
generate samples that could be considered representativeof future populations,
providing the marginal distributionsof key variablescould be forecast.

3.2

Quadratic Optimisation

The construction of prototypical samples by the quadratic optimisation method
('QUAD') restson the recognition that the data for the target area and the base sample
may be inconsistent. That is, the method balances the need to meet the target area
marginal totals against the wish to retain the detailed relationships between the
frequenciesof different householdtypes indicatedby the basesample. Weights can be
given to the relative divergences:in this senseQUAD is a generalisationof the IPF
method, which gives exact matchesto the marginal totals but sacrificesfaithfulnessto
the original detailedsample.
A further difference between most applications of QUAD and the IPF method
explainedby Beckman et al. is that QUAD constructsits detailed samplesby weighting
or re-weighting the records of the base sample,rather than by drawing from the base
sample with fixed probabilities. This difference has the minor advantagethat the
rounding elrors found in IPF are eliminated,but its more important advantageis that it
avoids the additional step of drawing the sample. The output is thus a sample whose
size is predeterminedand independentof the target area; the fit to the target area is
achievedby the weighting.
Re-weighting is applied to all of the householdsin each of a seriesof categories,predefined to cover the main dimensionsof interestfor the prediction of travel behaviour.
In the applicationsof the procedurethat have been made to date, 40-50 categorieshave
typically been found to be sufficient, defined with respect to such variables as
household size, numbers of adults and workers, the age of the household head and
(unlessexplicitly modelled)the licenceholdingof the household.

QUAD is called quadratic optimisation becauseit can be specified in the form of
optimisation with respectto the new frequenciesQ" of householdsof eachcategoryc of
a quadraticfunction for eachtargetarea,i.e. (following Daly and Gunn, 1985),
Q = argmin(Q),

Q = I,wt.(zt-I"Q".x,")2 * t"(0"-f")2

( 3)

and
W1
Z1
Xtc

f"

is the weight attachedto the importance of meeting target t;
is the value per householdof target statistict in the currentarea;
is the averageamount of target variable t for a householdin categoryc;
hence(I" Q..xt.)is the predictedtotal of statistict;
is the frequencyof householdcategoryc in the basesample.

The first term in Q clearly representsthe error in not meeting the target marginal totals
for each variable z, while the second term representsthe divergence from the current
distribution of householdsover the categories. The weights w are introduced so that
differential importance can be given to meeting each of the different targets or that the
balancebetweenconsistencywith targetsand consistencywith base population can be
adjusted. [n fact, in most applicationsit has been found satisfactoryto set all the w's to
1. Setting large values of w would causeQUAD to find a distribution of households
that matched the target totals very well at the expenseof substantialdeparturesfrom the
original distribution, i.e. a solution like that given by IPF.
Note that all terms of Q are on a per-householdbasis.
The simple form of Q makesit in principle easy to optimise. Given any starting value
of Q,the global minimum of Q is alwaysat the value Q* given by

Q* = Q - Q'(Q).Q"(O)-'

(4)

where Q' and Q" are the first and secondderivativesrespectivelyof Q with respectto
Q, i.e. Newton's calculation, which convergesdirectly for a function which is exactly
quadraticsuch as Q. The calculationis particularly easyif the startingvalue is taken at
0=0.
However, reality requiresthat constraintsbe imposed on the valuesof Q, e.g. that Q > 0,
and there is no guaranteethat Newton's calculation will give such a result. The
procedurethat can be used in this caseis then an iterative calculation,in four steps as
follows.
1. Specify minimum valuesQ.infor Q and set Qs= Q.in and i = 0.
2. Perform Newton's calculation as in
0i*r = 0i- Q'(Qi).Q"(0r)-t.

equation (4) above deriving

3 . Check whether all free valuesof Q' > Qminand that Q' 2 0 for all constrained
valuesof 0; if so, terminate.
4. Otherwise adjust any 0 values that are less than Q.in to Q.ini free any Q
values which are constrainedand for which Q' < 0; set i = i+l and repeat
from Step 2.
This algorithm can be proved to convergeto the overall optimum in a finite number of
steps,becausethe set of constraintsQ > Q,nin
form a convex set while the function Q is
concave. Each iteration of the algorithm gives a reduction in the value of Q. This
theoreticalresult is however of limited value, becausethe number of steps might be
quite large. If the number of categoriesis of the order of 50, as is commonly the case,
the maximum number of steps could theoretically be 2so, approximately 10rs. In
practice, the number of steps turns out to be very limited: typically convergenceis
achievedin 5 or 6 iterations.
The values Qminc?n in principle be chosento be any (non-negative)limits that seem
sensible,such as l0Vo of the frequencyof each householdcategoryin the basesample.
Their function is to prevent unusual,perhapserroneous,target data from generatingan
impossible- or nearly impossible- future populationdistribution.

3.3

Discussion

It is clear from the presentationsabove that both the IPF and QUAD methods are
somewhat arbitrary in the criteria that they adopt for optimality. No basis is put
forward for the choice of criterion, although it could be expected that a statistical
analysisof the likely errors in the basesampleand the target data could lead to a more
well-founded choice of criterion and could also probably illuminate the basis of
specification of the weights in the QUAD method. This remains an area for future
research.
Nevertheless,it is also clear that both methodsare robust and unlikely to lead to totally
unrealisticresults. This finding is basednot only on the simple forms of the methods
but also on the practical experiencethat hasbeenbuilt up in their use.
In choosingbetweenthe methods,preferenceis given to QUAD becauseof its ability to
deal with inconsistentinputs, the fact that it achievesa balancebetweenbase data and
targetsand its flexibility in adjusting the weights to meet different circumstances. For
example, for short-term forecasting one would wish to remain close to the base
householddistribution, i.e. keep relatively low valuesof w; for the longer term it would
be possible for the household distribution to change more and more attention should
thereforebe paid to the target forecasts,i.e. the valuesof w should be increased.
The programming implementationof QUAD is not complicated and runs very quickly
on modern computers. The calculation of Q"-l requires the inversion of a matrix of
size 30-50, but this can be performedby an efficient algorithm in a fraction of a second.

4.

EXAMPLES FROM PRACTICAL STUDIES

To illustrate the range of applicability of the QUAD method,examplesare given from
threepracticalstudies.

4.1

Netherlands National Model

The first application of the QUAD method as described above was made for the
Netherlands National Model (Daly and Gunn, 1985). For this application,
approximately 1000 householdswere drawn from the National Travel Survey (OVG),
about0.027oof the total population. A categorisationinto 120 groupswas set up, based
on householdsize, numbersof employed householdmembers,the presenceor not of a
female worker and the age of the householdhead; however, it was found that 96Voof
the householdsfell into just 44 of these categoriesand Q values for these 44 were
calculated for each of the 345 zones to adjust the initial weights which had been
attached to the OVG records (and adjusted for the further sub-sampling to 1000
households). The Qminconstraintswere set to zero. The target forecastsavailable gave
1l statisticsfor each zone: 8 age-sexpopulation groups,employed personsby sex and
the total number of households.
In practice,it was found necessaryto divide the country into three areas(Amsterdam,
the polders and the rest), which had very different population structures and which
could not be accuratelydescribedby a single basedistribution (the f values in equation
3). Further adjustmentswere made when inconsistencieswere identified in the target
totals (which were derived from various sources). [n operation, the method proved
robust and has been applied for a very wide range of planning scenariosand for years
ranging from the very short term to the very long term.
4.2

Norwegian'Climate' Model

For the Norwegian 'Climate' study, a model was developedof private travel for all
modesin the entire country (T@I and HCG, 1990). As a basefor the application of this
model a prototypical samplewas set up, containing2942 householdsfrom the National
Travel Survey of 1984/5, about O.2Voof all the householdsin Norway. A total of ll
'target' data
items were forecastfor each of the 454 kommuner: 10 age-sexpopulation
groups,total population,population in built-up areas,employedpersonsby sex, singleperson and total householdsand the total disposableincome. Categorieswere defined
to divide the population into 30 groups on the basis of householdsize, the age of the
household head and the employment status of the household head and (if present)
'naive' initial expansion
partner. Becauseno detailed expansion data was available,
factors were defined simply to reproducethe total number of householdsin Norway.
The Q,'.inlimits were set to 20Voof these naive values, limits which proved rarely to
operatein practice.
In operation, the QUAD method gave $ values yielding acceptableresults for all the
targetsexcept income. [n fact, it could not be expectedthat the substantialincreasesin
income that were projected (more than 100% growth over the 4O-year forecasting

period) could be realisedsimply by shifts within the existing distribution of household
incomes. There must also be an overall growth of income for all householdtypes. For
this reason,income was dropped as a target variable and the forecastincome growth
was implementedas an overall increasein the income of eachhousehold,once the other
changesin population structurehad been forecast. Essentially,the assumptionwas that
the shape of the income distribution would remain as in the base year for each
householdtype.
The Norwegian application thus followed explicitly the general lines set out in the
NetherlandsNational Model, adaptingas requiredto the local datastructures.

4.3

Stockholm Integrated Model System

For this model system,known as SIMS, a prototypical sampleof 3533 householdswas
taken from the 198617home interview survey, roughly 0.5Voof the total population of
the study area. These were divided into 5l categorieson the basis of employment,
household size, the presenceof children and the licence holding of the heads of
household. This last distinction was added becauseSIMS does not predict licence
holding from a model, unlike the Netherlandsand Norwegian models,but takes it as an
exogenouslydeterminedinput. It was again found to be adequateto set Q-in=O. Three
area types were defined in the area, for each of which a specific original distribution
over householdcategories(0 was defined.
An important issue in this work was the form in which the target data was available.
Excellent data was available, but for the fully detailed level of 850 zones only the
numbersin each of 10 age-sexpopulation groupscould be provided. Information about
the distribution of householdsize (three statistics)and employedpersonsby sex could
be provided only at a more aggregatelevel of 40 zones; the total population was
included at each level to maintain consistency. Becauseof this data structure.a twostageprocedurewas adopted.
First, at the level of 40 zones,using the full set of 16 targets,the QUAD procedurewas
used to forecast a changed distribution of the households. Then, these 40 sets of
householddistributions were used as 'initial distributions' for a further optimisation at
850-zone level, using just the 11 targetsthat were available at that level. In this way
accountcould be taken of the full contentof the data available.
The results gave excellent agreementto the targets,particularly once inconsistencies
between the target data and the household survey had been explained and partially
corrected. These resultswere then used as the basis for the applicationsof the model,
both for base-vearand for future-vearwork.

5.

SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS

The objectives and methodsof prototypical sampling have been set out and illustrated
with some information from practicalapplications.

Prototypical sampling is a method for generatingsamplesthat are as far as possible
representativefor 'target' areasor years for which no 'native' sample is available. It
relies on the existenceof a samplefor anotherareaor year and some information about
aggregateexpectationsfor the target areas.
Two methods are commonly used for calculating the appropriate frequencieswith
which householdsshould appearin the prototypical sample. The IPF method exploits
iterative factoring to match the aggregatetotals exactly, while the QUAD method uses
quadraticminimisation to balancethe divergencefrom those totals againstthe changes
from the original distribution over householdtypes.
While neither method offers a rigorous statisticalbasis for its calculations,the QUAD
methodis generallyto be preferredbecauseof its greaterflexibility and ability to accept
inconsistentinputs. Either method can be consideredto be reliable in practiceand both
have beenapplied severaltimes.
The adaptability of the QUAD method was illustrated by reference to three major
modelling studies,with differing data availability requiring minor or major adaptations
of the basic method. In each case the adaptedmethod was able to reproduce the target
aggregatestatistics to an acceptablelevel of accuracywithout diverging too far from the
basedistribution of the householdtypes.
Prototypical sampling offers a good basis for creating samplesto which disaggregate
modelscan be applied, meaningthat the efficient sampleenumerationprocedurecan be
usedmuch more widely. It further contributesto forecastingby allowing accountto be
taken of shifts in the distribution of the population, which themselves can have
significant impact on forecasts.
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